FTTH LAS VEGAS conference

Adding Fiber Power
To Multifamily Housing

The 2010 FTTH Conference & Expo featured new technology and
new business cases for broadband in MDUs.
A BBP Staff Report

Dispatches From the MDU Front

U

ntil 2007, fiber deployers overlooked multiple-dwelling-unit
(MDU) buildings, Bernhard
Deutsch of Corning Cable Systems said
in his introduction to the MDU Considerations Panel at the FTTH Conference.
Deploying fiber in single-family housing developments was easier and less expensive, and plenty of new housing developments were being built. However,
because new cost-saving solutions make
deployment of fiber to MDUs economical, service providers can now address
this untapped subscriber base.
In fact, Deutsch said, service providers can’t afford to overlook the MDU
market: Nearly half the world’s population (700 million households) lives in
MDUs, including 30 percent of North
Americans, half of Europeans and 70
percent of Asians and Latin Americans.
Don’t Get Turned Away!
Kevin Smith, manager of engineering
process assurance for Verizon, called the
MDU market the key to Verizon’s FiOS
success because MDUs account for 25
percent of the Verizon footprint. On the
positive side – in addition to sheer numbers – the high level of churn in MDU
properties offers continual opportunities for new sales. On the downside, the
market is highly competitive, and property owners are not always eager to deal
with new providers.
In addition, MDU residents – whose
living units are, on average, smaller than
those of single-family residents – object to
the installation of large devices that were
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More technology innovations
for MDUs will be featured at
the Broadband Properties 2011
Summit. Make plans to come
to Dallas April 26-28, 2011.
intended for the outsides of single-family
houses. “If you’ve built out to their doors
and they don’t accept your living-unit
solution, you’ve wasted a lot of money,”
Smith said. “Don’t get turned away at the
service date!” Trying to squeeze an outdoor optical network terminal (ONT)
into a small apartment, he said, is like
giving an apartment dweller a garbage
truck in lieu of a vacuum cleaner.
The new indoor-only ONTs that
Verizon now uses have found favor
with MDU residents. They don’t require weatherproofing, and they can be
mounted in a variety of ways. Customers even have a choice of color.
Smith advised service providers to
reduce the size of all their in-building
equipment – not only ONTs but also
boxes, conduits and other gear. Smaller
equipment, in addition to being more
acceptable to residents, reduces the overall cost of deployment.
Rethink Fiber Distribution
Rethinking the fiber distribution path
can suggest new ways to reduce costs, ac-
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cording to Smith. Fiber distribution terminals, which are carryovers from copper networks, may not always be needed.
Three-millimeter jumper assemblies can
significantly lower cost. Minimized distribution raceways improve customer
acceptance, reduce deployment and installation time and lower path creation
costs. “Getting down the hallway in a
day will make a property owner happy,”
Smith said.
Because MDU properties are usually closer to central offices than single-family properties are, their optical
loss budgets are higher. This, in turn,
makes connectorization more feasible
in MDUs (connectors tend to lose more
of the signal than splices do). “Plug and
play is the way to get in and out quickly,”
Smith said.
However, using drop cables that are
preconnectorized on both ends leaves a
lot of slack cable, which takes up valuable time and space to manage. Verizon
now uses drop cables that are preconnectorized on one end only; a technician
attaches a mechanical connector to the
other end during installation.
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Flexible fiber tape in the living unit
is another innovation that yields greater
customer acceptance, minimizes slack
storage and enables custom solutions.
More MDU Innovations
In a separate presentation, Chuck Graff,
director of corporate network and technology at Verizon, gave more details
about Verizon’s new ONTs for multifamily housing. He said the company
had worked with vendors to develop not
only a small, indoor, single-customer
ONT but also a rack-mounted version

Wiring an MDU for fiber can present as many
management challenges as engineering
challenges. Always keep the owner informed!
of the multicustomer ONT. Both take
significantly less time to install and
maintain than earlier ONT models.
The indoor ONT, which cuts a halfhour from install time, can be mounted

horizontally (on a desktop) or vertically (on a wall), and its signal can be
grounded through the power supply.
The new models of multicustomer
ONTs save space in communications
closets, where space is often at a premium. Because these ONTs can be
placed very close to subscribers’ apartments, they allow delivery of very high
bandwidth over VDSL or Ethernet.
To deploy vertical cabling quickly in
an MDU, Verizon uses bundles of cable
cut to different lengths; a cable is peeled
off the bundle at each floor. The bundle
can be fed either up from the ground or
down from the roof (see illustration at
left).
Ultra-bend-insensitive fiber cable, another innovation developed with Verizon’s
participation, also helps reduce installation time because it can be bent around
tight corners and stapled to walls.
Bell Aliant Tackles the MDU
Canadian telco Bell Aliant began wiring MDUs for broadband in 2006 and
completed its first fiber-to-the-unit deployment in 2010, said Barry Walton,
the company’s business prime for access
design and build.
The company’s pilot project (illustrated on the following page) was a 150unit building with concrete floors and
no risers or corridors. Bell Aliant placed
a centralized splitter in the basement
and ran fiber to a preconnectorized terminal on each floor. Technicians had to
x-ray the floors before drilling holes for
conduit, and they placed equipment for
each unit in the utility closet. “It wasn’t
pretty,” Walton said.
Managing the project was even more
complex than engineering it. Walton said
the most difficult aspects were making
sure the building owner understood the
project, educating the other trades about
coexisting with fiber (and not wrapping
their wires around fiber cables), work-
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valuable asset, but property owners need
a way to measure that value, said Steve
Ross, corporate editor of Broadband
Properties. (A video of his presentation
can be seen on the BBP website, www.
bbpmag.com.)
Ross said that if owners cannot
measure the value that good broadband
service adds to their buildings, they
are tempted to choose service providers based solely on up-front payments.
But if poor broadband service drives
residents away, such a decision may be
penny-wise and pound-foolish.
Soon, building networks will need
to be even more robust to accommodate new bandwidth demands from
residents’ smart appliances (for example,
ing in tight conditions and dealing with
building plans that diverged from reality. Currently, Bell Aliant is developing
guidelines for installing fiber in newly
constructed MDUs.
In conclusion, Walton said, providers should keep in mind that each building design has unique requirements,
and each owner has its own acceptance
criteria. “Get a sign-off from the actual
decision maker,” warned Walton, who
learned this particular lesson the hard
way. A final useful piece of advice: “Go
in after the other trades have finished.”
Open Access Meets the MDU
UTOPIA, a consortium of 16 Utah cities,
owns and operates one of the few openaccess fiber networks in the United States.
Subscribers to the network currently have
a choice of 17 service providers. Because
open access is rare in this country, many
people find the model confusing, says
Chris Hogan, UTOPIA’s vice president
of marketing solutions and operations.
This is especially true in MDUs.
About one-quarter of the households
in UTOPIA’s footprint are in MDUs,
which Hogan called “our last obstacle.”
Developing relationships with MDU
owners and managers has been a priority for the company. It helps that one of
the service providers, Connected Lyfe,
focuses its sales and marketing efforts on
MDUs – in fact, Connected Lyfe took
its service to MDUs nationwide after
getting its start on UTOPIA.
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Building control systems can operate over a
robust broadband infrastructure in an MDU.
Hogan said many prospective residents now ask MDU owners whether
UTOPIA is available in their buildings.
He concluded, “Service provider choice
is a key value proposition for MDUs,
and in this market, differentiating one’s
property is everything.”
Building a Multipurpose
Network
A fiber infrastructure in an MDU is a
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Whirlpool is going 100 percent IP by
2015) as well as demands for telemedicine, telecommuting, distance learning
and similar applications.
Owners can justify the value of fiber
infrastructure today without having to
prove the business case by losing residents
or by waiting for the demand for new applications to materialize. They can make
their advanced networks bankable by using them for in-building applications.
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Fiber to the What?
Outside the United States, especially in Asia, fiber is often terminated in an MDU basement. In MDUs in this country,
both fiber-to-the-basement and fiber-to-the-unit models have been widely used. Speakers at the MDU Considerations Panel gave these answers to a question about which of the two models will prevail in the future:
Kevin Smith, Verizon: “We want to bring fiber to the living unit if possible, unless there is a physical limitation.”
Barry Walton, Bell Aliant: “We don’t want to have to go back into the building, so we deploy fiber to the unit if possible.
Using existing wires doesn’t set us up for the future.”
Chris Hogan, UTOPIA: “We are deploying fiber as deep as possible to accommodate new applications.”
Steve Ross, Broadband Properties: “About 20 percent of MDU buildings are high-rises, and these buildings have coax
cable of wildly varying quality. Surveying existing wiring is expensive, and unless you conduct a survey, you’ll have
to install your own wiring – so it might as well be fiber. In low-rise buildings, the existing cable tends to be more
robust, so there’s less of a trend to fiber there.”
For example, if an owner, instead of
Traditionally, building owners inbuying a $1,000-per-unit proprietary
stalled separate, proprietary networks
fire alarm system, selects a less expenfor security, access control, fire alarms,
sive, nonproprietary system that operlighting control and building manageates on a buildingwide IP network, that
ment. Today, these applications can be
building network is amortized much
operated BBP1HalfpgAD1.psd
more efficiently over
central-3:03:04more
9/23/2010
PM quickly than one used solely for
broadband. According to research by
ized, standardized IP networks.

the Continental Automated Buildings
Association (CABA), the market for integrated building controls amounts to
about $20 billion per year. Diverting
only a small part of that sum to IP-based
systems will help justify the costs of
many MDU broadband networks. BBP
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• +26 to -50dBm measurement
range
• 6 calibrated wavelengths
• 240 hours of continuous
operation
• Includes carrying case and
adaptors

• 1310 & 1550nm wavelengths
• 48 hours continuous
operation
• CW & four modulated output
modes
• Includes carrying case and
adaptors
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OFS multifloor exterior cabling system is used
by Verizon in New York City apartment buildings up to six stories high.

The Light Brigade’s new two-day certification course for property owners
and managers will be taught next at the FTTH Council quarterly meeting in December.

Calix introduced a temperaturehardened but not weather-hardened indoor ONT suitable for
mounting on walls of garages,
closets and other sheltered
spaces as well as for placing on
desktops. The ONT can autodetect GPON or active Ethernet.
List price is almost $400, but
volume discounts are available.

Calix’s 717GE ONT, weather-hardened and compact, has four separately
provisioned GE and POTS ports. With support for GPON and active Ethernet, it can be used for single-family residences, businesses, mobile backhaul or four-unit MDUs.
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Another Calix MDU product is the E3-12C sealed Ethernet Service Access
Node. With 12 VDSL2 ports, it can serve either an apartment complex or a
remote neighborhood. Technically, it’s not a multicustomer ONT because
it sits on the far side of the demarc, but it serves much the same purpose.

3M previewed its One Pass Mini
Fiber Pathway for the living unit,
which will be available in December. This downsized version of its
super-fast, fiber-on-a-tape MDU
deployment system is nearly invisible; the fiber is seen mainly at
boxes and corners. The Mini Fiber
Pathway is currently in field trials
in the United States and abroad.
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Emerson’s new NetSpan series of indoor FDH boxes offers technician-friendly construction and
MDU-friendly compactness.

U.K.-based Miniflex, which recently opened a U.S. sales office, showed
TuffNut cables made with its proprietary sheathing technology. The rugged, lightweight, flexible plastic jacket is crush resistant and protects the
fiber minimum bend radius.
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Prysmian’s VertiCasa MDU distribution system,
which is popular in Europe, was shown in the
United States for the first time. With this rapidinstall system designed for high-rise buildings,
one or two fibers can be peeled off the vertical
distribution riser at each floor without splicing.
Prysmian also showed the ZipStrip Bundled
Drop, a horizontal solution that allows several
MDU drops to be placed in a single pass.

Another Miniflex product receiving attention on the exhibit floor was the
WAM, a micro cable pushing machine that allows a preconnectorized cable to be pushed through microduct (including the new TuffDuct) all the
way to the fiber distribution node.
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Clearfield’s versatile cassette system now also
comes in a compact series ideal for MDU deployments.

Wiring MDU
buildings with fiber
continues to
become less
expensive with the
introduction of
new space-saving
and time-saving
technologies.
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For becoming a Research Sponsor at the
2011 Broadband Properties Summit.
For more information on Parks Associates, visit www.parkassociates.com.
You are cordially invited to come see Parks Associates at the upcoming

April 26 – 28, 2011
InterContinental
Hotel – Dallas
Addison, Texas
The Leading Conference on Broadband Technologies and Services
To Exhibit or Sponsor, contact: Irene Prescott at irene@broadbandproperties.com, or call 505-867-2668.
For other inquiries, call 877-588-1649, or visit www.bbpmag.com.
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